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Technical Note

Human-in-the-loop energy
flexibility integration on a
neighbourhood level: Small
and Big Data management

Wim Zeiler and Timi Labeodan

Abstract

Modern buildings provide an enormous amount of data available from various sources ranging from

modular wireless sensors to smart meters. As well as enhancing energy management and building per-

formance, the analysis of these datasets can enhance the management of decentralized energy systems

(electrical storage, PV generation, heat storage, etc.). To optimize the interaction between the building

and the grid, it is essential to determine the total energy flexibility of the user and the building. A building

has different possibilities for demand side management, energy storage and energy exchange for which a

functional-layered approach is proposed from the user up to building and its interaction with the energy

infrastructure. Central is the principle of the human-in-the-loop, where a bottom-up approach places the

human needs as a central starting point for the energy interaction optimisation. The combination of Big

Data with deep learning techniques offers new possibilities in the prediction of energy use and decen-

tralized renewable energy production (e.g. from local weather data taking into account local phenomena

such as urban heat islands). This combined with a more bottom-up approach of multi-agent systems with a

gossip-based cooperative approach using Small Data offers decentralized control and monitoring auton-

omy to reduce the complexity of the energy system integration and transition. This makes it possible to

relate the outcomes of the urban energy system integration on a neighbourhood level. The approach is

being applied to a typically medium-sized office building. A first application of the human-in-the-loop

controlling the lighting systems in the open-plan workplace of the test-bed office building showed

some estimated annual energy saving of around 24%.

Practical application: Analysis of a large database containing so called Big Data of clusters of buildings

seems promising. Therefor there is the need to study the potential impact of utilization of big building

operational data in building services industry. Besides this there is also a need for a data mining-based

method for analyzing massive building operational data of a specific building, Small Data. This work sets

out a general framework and method for doing both and to combine the strength of both approaches. The

presented combined approach and results will be of interest to engineers and facility managers wondering
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what the key constraints to optimal use data to optimize low energy/carbon control strategies might have

within their work.
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BEMS, Big Data, energy flexibility, neighbourhood energy management, Small Data, smart grid

Introduction

In relation to energy and sustainability targets,
an energy transition is necessary for the maxi-
mized application of renewable energy sources.
The necessary energy transition leads to drastic
changes within the current energy system, new
market structures and players (e.g. local or inde-
pendent multi-carrier micro-grids, energy gener-
ation and storage at community level and smart
buildings/homes) and changing end-user involve-
ment as well as new technologies (e.g. storage and
conversion between energy carriers). This will
result in significant changes in the existing
energy infrastructure. In the future multi-carrier
energy grid context, the identification and predic-
tion of building energy flexibility throughout the
whole system from generation, distribution to
end user is a challenging open question. As con-
sumers will also produce energy,1 they will
become prosumers, thus necessitating two-way
transport of energy: from and to the grid. The
Netherlands has around 7.6 million houses and
around 370,000 non-domestic buildings.2

Integrating the total energy infrastructure for
heating, cooling and electricity into one system
would mean an explosion of complexity. In the
future multi-carrier energy grid context, the
identification and prediction of building energy
flexibility throughout the whole system from cen-
tral generation and distribution to the individual
end user is a challenging open question.

End users account for 37% of final energy
consumption2 in the Netherlands and this is
nearly the same throughout Europe. Houses
with smart meters and modern non-domestic
buildings with their Building Management
Systems nowadays provide an enormous

amount of data.3,4 Unprecedented high volumes
of data relating to user behaviour and building
energy consumption are thus now available and
accessible from these systems. The analysis of
these datasets can provide useful insight for
improved energy management and can also
enhance the management of decentralized energy
systems (electrical storage, PV generation, heat
storage, etc.). This enables the estimation of the
individual energy consumption based on the
actual user behaviour and then aggregating it to
predict the total building energy demand based on
deep learning by data about end user’s behaviours
in time and space. It would yield useful insights to
facilitate the achievement of various set energy
stability and environmental sustainability goals
for process control as well as goals for urban
energy infrastructure planning. There is a need
for more energy system integration, while on the
other hand, the autonomy of individual systems is
necessary to cope with the otherwise exploding
complexity.

Methodology

The potential for energy reduction within the
built environment can be determined by the
measures according to the Dutch Trias
Energetica method, see Figure 1. However, in
this approach, both user behaviour and energy
exchange as well as storage systems are not
included. With this new five-step approach
model, the interaction with the electrical grid
becomes more flexible by the new possibilities
for energy exchange and storage. These optimal
interactions lead to process control that is
increasingly bottom up rather than top down. It
includes the influence of the building user
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interactions transformed into efforts towards
unitary performance metrics that capture both
demand side (users) and power supply side (grid).

Clearly, the energy demand characteristics of
users, available from the analysis of the data
from Building Energy Management Systems
(BEMS) are very valuable information for deter-
mining energy flexibility and to perform grid
interaction optimization. This specific user’s
building energy flexibility is, according to the

IEA Annex 67, the flexibility as defined by the
ability of a building to manage energy demand
and generation according to local climatic con-
ditions, occupant needs and energy grid require-
ments. To distinguish all possibilities for energy
storage and energy exchange within a building, a
functional-layered approach is proposed, see
Figure 2.

The approach focuses on all important layers
of the building, particularly on the room level

Adapt the energy demand to building user

Reduce energy demand by
implementing energy saving measures

Apply sustainable energy sources

Implement energy exchange
and storage systems

1

2

3

4

5
Use fossil energy

as efficiently
as possible

Five step method

Current Trias Energetica method

1

2

3

Reduce energy demand by avoiding
waste and implementing energy-saving measures

Apply sustainable
energy sources

Use fossil
energy as

efficiently as possible

Figure 1. The Trias Energetica method and the five-step method.5

Smart Grid & other energy infrastructures

Built environment

Building

Floor

Room

Workingplace

User

Figure 2. IEA Annex 67 Energy Flexible Buildings approach.
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where the occupant needs and requirements often
have contradictory demands in relation to redu-
cing the energy demand. To validate the
approach, field experiments were conducted
in an office building to evaluate methods for
obtaining detailed information, particularly relat-
ing to space occupancy that enhances energy
management.6,7 Furthermore, a multi-agent
system (MAS) coordination framework was
developed and assessed in the test-bed office
building for coordination of occupant behaviour
on the room level and the building’s energy flexi-
bility exchange with the electrical grid.

Standard BEMS control strategies rely on
code-defined occupant comfort ranges8 and oper-
ate according to fixed schedules and assumed con-
stant occupancy. This leads to energy usage for
maintaining occupant comfort, which is inefficient
as they do not incorporate the effects of real occu-
pant behaviour. Once good actual information is
obtained concerning occupancy and occupants’
comfort demands, there are many well-established
control methods that can be directly applied to
regulate the aggregated power response.
Examples include9: an open-loop control
method, Model Predictive Control, Lyapunov-
based control, or simple inverse control that com-
putes the control action so that the predicted
output matches the given reference signal.
However, all the aforementioned approaches
have limitations that need to be addressed for
realistic user demand response applications.

The new proposed solution will be focused on
the level of individual occupants up to neigh-
bourhood level in the existing built environment.
The approach of combining individual occu-
pants, houses and buildings on a neighbourhood
level enables optimized energy management at a
higher level of integration with more ways of
optimizing the use of overall energy flexibility
potential than an approach based on individual
building optimization.

Holistic approach to energy flexibility

In order to stabilize the grid, the functionalities
of an energy infrastructure need real-time energy

management to make use of the flexibility of all
grid-connected systems.10,11 Therefore, new
urban energy flexibility strategies are
needed.12,13 The energy demand characteristics
of buildings available in BEMS represent crucial
information for flexible optimization14,15 to acti-
vate participation of buildings in the grid. Using
all available flexibility within energy generation,
distribution infrastructure, renewable energy
sources16–22 and especially the buildings them-
selves23 is a new strategy. According to the
IEA EBC Annex 67,24 energy flexibility of a
building is defined as ‘‘the ability to manage its
energy demand and generation according to
local climate conditions, user needs and grid
requirements’’. Energy exchange between the
buildings is an emerging concept which can pro-
vide flexibility in a neighbourhood.

Clearly, the energy demand characteristics of
buildings and their users, available from BEMS,
are very valuable information for grid optimiza-
tion.25,26 Smart control of energy consumption
and generation inside (nanoGrid) and around
buildings (microGrid) can provide major contri-
butions to address the imminent energy stability
problems within the total energy infrastructure.

Power system flexibility is needed to mitigate
the power grid uncertainties caused by the grow-
ing application of decentralized sustainable
energy generation.27 Energy flexibility control
is a strategy, which describes the ability of a
system to handle and respond to changing
requirements.28 From a grid environment per-
spective, power system flexibility is defined as a
system’s ability to continuality balance the elec-
tricity supply and demand in an effective way,
while maintaining the required comfort services
towards the building’s users.19 The ‘active’ office
building with ‘flexible’ loads requires demand-
side management (DSM) to control building sys-
tems’ loads and realize optimization goals such
as energy efficiency and cost reduction. DSM
from the building (utility) perspective is defined
as the planning and implementation of those
electric utility activities designed to influence
customer uses of electricity in ways that will pro-
duce desired changes in the utility’s load
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shape.29 The performed DSM techniques lead to
new energy profiles. DSM includes a variety of
techniques to accomplish the objective load
shape, examples being peak shaving and valley
filling. In Macedo et al.,30 six DSM techniques
are described; this article focuses on two of
them: load shifting and flexible load shaping,
see Figure 3. Load shifting is the technique in
which loads are rescheduled from peak to off-
peak periods. Flexible load shaping presents
controllable load systems during critical periods
and relies on a set of actions that respond to the
need of the grid to power system reliability.

Load shifting makes building systems oper-
ational during shifted periods of time, preferably
off-peak. However, this is not always possible
due to the ‘rebound’ of building load demand
units.31 For example, the demand load chiller
operates on highly reduced capacity for half an
hour; within this half an hour, the indoor com-
fort is maintained. After half an hour, the chiller
has to operate on full capacity to compensate

the downtime and keep comfort parameters
between the required boundaries, creating a
rebound effect as shown in Figure 4. The
actual resource savings are negative, so it is
more a kind of backfire, because energy usage
increased beyond the initial potential savings, as
the rebound effect is higher than 100%. This
situation is similar to the Jevons paradox. The
improved energy flexibility efficiency increases
the overall consumption of energy by making
an intervention cheaper and thus more scalable
or accessible.

These new peaks may disturb the power grid
balance and have to be taken into account for
DSM technique development. The consequence
of rebound demand may be significant at grid
level as a result of cascaded effect of multiple
buildings.32

We take a more holistic approach to energy
system flexibility, which looks at the potential
interactions between new and traditional sources
of flexibility.7 Starting from the neighbourhood
perspective, an innovative approach is devel-
oped which has the potential to contribute to
their occupants in their role as prosumers as
they will get a more prominent position in the
energy process control. It is based on a two-
sided approach on neighbourhood level:
bottom-up from building energy management
systems towards neighbourhood energy man-
agement to effectively use building energy flexi-
bility for efficiency, sustainability and grid
stability; MAS with a gossip-based cooperative
approach for additional decentralized control
and monitoring functions for NEMS to connect
to different BEMS. And top-down using the
urban planning and neighbourhood structures;
an exploration of how data from smart meters
can be used to train deep neural networks for
system monitoring and optimization.

MASs

New approaches are needed to increase build-
ings’ energy flexibility towards the Smart Grid.
Traditionally, the energy approach towards the
built environment is top-down (centralized

Time

Load shifting 
without rebound

Load shifting 
with reboundOriginal energy

profile

P
ow

er

Figure 4. Rebound effect to compensate downtime.7

Peak clipping Conservation Load building

Load shiftingFleible load
shape

Valley filling

Figure 3. The six DSM techniques.19
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energy generation/distribution through the
Smart Grid). To be able to use a middle-out (con-
trol on building level by the BEMS) as well as a
bottom-up approach (demand driven by the
human needs for energy/comfort), see Figure 1.
The energy infrastructure’s functional optimiza-
tion leads to an energy management strategy
making use of the flexibilities of all grid-con-
nected systems, which will lead to a better
balanced and controlled network at all levels.
Intelligent agent technology offers intriguing
possibilities to implement advanced DSM con-
trol strategies and energy flexibility management
of the smart grid.33,34 An agent is a computa-
tional system with a high degree of autonomy
performing actions based on the information
received from the environment. Within a MAS,
agents interact to achieve cooperative (e.g. dis-
tributed problem solving) or competitive (e.g.
coalition formation, auction) group behaviour.
Agents with various functionalities achieve
this by sharing a minimum amount of informa-
tion between modules and asynchronous oper-
ation implemented via message exchanges.35

The agents were designed using an open source
web-based and fully decentralized agent design
platform called EVE36 and this made it possible
to couple the agents to the BEMS.

Machine learning

Important within this project is the integral
neighbourhood/energy design approach towards
process control and mathematical data handling
– in other words – from neighbourhood level to
the deep detailed level of data processing.
A wide range of machine learning methods,
both supervised and unsupervised, was ana-
lysed.37–41 It is, however, still a challenge to
develop an accurate solution that could perform
well for all type of situations/scenarios.
Furthermore, self-stabilizing approaches to
large-scale highly dynamic systems are quite lim-
ited in number, so this research provides a con-
tribution in this direction. This self-stabilizing
behaviour is essential to respond to all fluctuat-
ing and unpredictable circumstances due to the

use of renewable energy such as wind and solar
power. Otherwise, there might be a risk for
black-outs.

Mocanu et al.37 proposed a novel Internet-
of-Things (IoT) framework, see Figure 5, to per-
form simultaneously and in real-time flexibility
identification and prediction, by making use of
deep learning methods for example Factored
Four Way Conditional Restricted Boltzmann
Machines (FFW-CRBM) and their disjunctive
version.

More recently, there has been a revival of
interest in combining deep learning with
reinforcement learning. In Mocanu et al.,42,43

deep reinforcement learning is introduced for
building energy and cost optimization as the
state-of-the-art method in machine learning44

able to dynamically use information in an
online manner. Therein, two optimization meth-
ods, Deep Q-learning and Deep Policy Gradient,
are proposed to solve the same sequential deci-
sion problems at both the building level and the
aggregated level. Francois-Lavet et al.45 have
proposed the use of Deep Q-learning for storage
scheduling in microgrids. The type of strategies
chosen for the optimization at the neighbour-
hood level could also increase the complexity
of the problem. Hurtado Munoz46,47 compared

Smart grid
decision

Flexibility

ClassificationPrediction

FFW-CRBM framework

Learn the
electrical

pattern model

DFFW-CRBM framework

Real-time
feedback

Figure 5. A general schematic representation of an IoT

architecture used for the real-time identification and

prediction procedure of the building’s energy flexibility.37
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different types of strategies: centralized versus
decentralized, as well as cooperative versus
non-cooperative.

Gossip algorithms

In the present Big Data era, intelligent buildings
are quickly becoming cohesive and integral
inhabitants of cyber physical ecosystems.48

This makes it possible to apply machine learning
methods and to investigate their benefits.
Traditional centralized control fails to work
beyond a certain network size, reasons including
limited bandwidth and real-time constraints vio-
lated mainly by the continuous changes in net-
work topology. However, in many cases, an
adequate control strategy relies on some form
of measurement of global parameters of the net-
work – in other words, estimating if the network
is doing the ‘‘right thing’’ – and adopting cor-
rective measures or not.49,50 Gossip algorithms
attempt to compute aggregate (i.e. global) values
for important network parameters by relying

exclusively on local exchanges of information,51

see basic principle Figure 6.
Most important is that due to the reduced

sampling among the agents, the necessary com-
munication time is enormously reduced which is
a prerequisite for large real-time operating
networks.

Different levels when integrating
user-building Smart Grid

The research includes both analytical and
experimental methods. On the building level,
an existing building is used to verify concepts
of data integration on the building level. On
the neighbourhood level, a specific neighbour-
hood was selected as test case in the early
stage of the research. The selected neighbour-
hood is representative of approximately 95%
of neighbourhoods in the Netherlands. For
these types, a number of relevant characteristics
of the buildings were determined, such as energy
demand, average degree of insolation, multi-

Server

Centralized approach:
Server communicates
with all agents

Solid lines represent sampling or gossiping among agents at the same level. Dashed lines represent sampling among agents at adjacent levels.

Fully connected overlay:
all agents in direct
contact with each other

Gossip-based approach: agents operate in
parallel, and each agent communicates with
one or more randomly selected partner

Figure 6. Principle concept of gossiping after Kavis et al., 2013.52
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storey or ground-based buildings, ownership
and floor area. Taking the energy system of
the built environment not as a whole, but as
neighbourhoods, scales it down from eight mil-
lion separate users to about 12,000 neighbour-
hoods differentiated by 15 types, according to
year of construction, degree of urbanization
and function.53 This forms the starting point to
analyse the different possibilities for energy
system integration.

To understand the behaviour in the neighbour-
hood, it is of vital importance to know the
demand profiles of the buildings. A detailed ana-
lysis of the load profiles could yield insights into
the possibilities to identify the synergies between
individual buildings in the neighbourhood. This
leads to a better understanding of the added
value of combining buildings for use of their
total energy flexibility and energy exchange
options. This paper examines the potential of
energy exchange by examining their load profiles
(heat load, cooling load and electricity demand)
for some selected buildings in a specific neigh-
bourhood in the Netherlands, namely
Princenhage located in Breda. Princenhage is a
neighbourhood with 8535 inhabitants, one of
the largest districts of Breda. Currently, all build-
ings are connected to a non-renewable electricity
and gas network. However, the municipality of
Breda has the goal to be a CO2 neutral city by
2044. According to the plans, this goal can be
achieved if 50% less energy is being used com-
pared to 2009 and the remaining 50% is generated
sustainably. A load profile study to identify
energy exchange possibilities in a neighbourhood
can be found in Walker et al.55 From this study, it
was concluded that for the analysis of energy
flexibility options, demand profile data with
small time intervals are very important.

Consideration of research in energy and the
built environment reveals a stark separation of
the topics based on the scale of analysis: individ-
ual buildings and the urban scale.56 The first
scale of analysis, the individual building scale,
is concerned only with the building itself and
omits any relationship of the building to the
larger levels within the built environment, such

as for example neighbourhoods, districts or cities.
It is related to the architectural design and oper-
ational systems. The second scale of analysis, the
urban scale, focuses on entire energy infrastruc-
tures within the built environment rather than indi-
vidual elements such as buildings.56 This scale is
related to the urban form and infrastructural net-
works. This separation by scale is problematic, as it
ignores the actual pattern of operation and energy
use: the building within existing cities. Assessing
these currently missing patterns is crucial for a hol-
istic analysis of energy use in the built environment
and achieving future environmental goals. A com-
bined bottom-up and top-down approach is pro-
posed to address the current missing interaction
between approaches on the two different scales.
The approach aims for energy system integration
(ESI) by aggregated value from the combination of
Small and Big Data. It forms a new holistic
approach to the scientific context of the problem
on how effectively data can be used within the
energy system of the built environment on different
scales from building process control (Small Data)
to urban energy planning (Big Data). A database
using a subset of buildings, combining smart
meters and BEMS with machine learning methods,
is created and used for pattern/behaviour recogni-
tion and training. In particular, mathematical
methodologies are used that support data-driven
clustering of time series in order to identify under-
lying patterns and corresponding outliers.
Functional energy control modules are being
implemented in a multi-agent platform-supported
NEMS system. A subset of buildings of the neigh-
bourhood will be used to further test the concept.

Analytics of data and deep learning from
home/building automation and management
systems (Small Data) as well as smart energy
meters (Big Data) can provide insights into the
interactions and correlations between user
behaviours (bottom layer) and the changing/
future energy infrastructure (middle and top
layers), see Figure 7.

New process control strategies are needed for
improving the energy interaction within the
building, its environment and the energy infra-
structure by effectively incorporate the
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occupant’s behaviour. This research explored
the use of increased sensor data and computa-
tional support for enhancement of energy man-
agement and energy flexibility in buildings.
Specifically, the research focuses on the applica-
tion of detailed information on building occu-
pancy as well as MASs in enhancing the
performance of traditional building energy man-
agement systems in office buildings, see Figure

8.6 This forms the basis for human-in-the-loop
process control, see Figure 9.6

First experiment in a real office
building as an example

To evaluate the MAS for coordinating of occu-
pancy-based lighting control for enhanced
energy management, a test case office building

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the concept for energy system integration and data use.

Location

Ground truth

Power metersChair cushion

Information

Presence

True 3

Count Identify Activity Track

Figure 8. Fine grained user information.6
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was used.4 This office building is a typically
medium-sized Dutch office building built in
1992 and refurbished in 2009 and comprises a
three-storey high building with around 50
employees. The office building is connected to
a mid-voltage transformer station by two main
connections, and all main power systems con-
nected were measured. These comprise of: a
mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery
wheel (no recirculation of air); central cooling;
electrical steam humidifier; heating by ventilation

and two radiator zones, electrical lighting as well
as electrical appliances. MAS, due to its flexibil-
ity, autonomous and communication properties,
was considered a suitable computational intelli-
gence tool that can be applied in buildings to
enhance energy management as well as buildings’
interaction with the smart grid.57,58 As noted
from Figure 10, the agents represent all levels
within the building including users and devices.
This enables input from users as well as all
appliances within the building, which, as

Switch/Meter

Motion sensor

Chair sensor

Detection system

Gateway
Database

Room agents

User agents

Device agents

Admin agent

Computer

Users

Figure 10. Fine grained user information: determination of location, presence, count, identification, activity and

tracking.6
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Figure 9. Control schematic human-in-the-loop approach.6
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depicted in Figure 10, is seldom utilized in trad-
itional BEMS.

The building has a peak occupancy of
approximately 50, but daily average occupancy
ranges between 25 and 30. As with a significant
number of office buildings, as noted by the
authors in Klein et al.,59 the test-bed operates
based on assumed occupancy profiles and sched-
ules. The HVAC and lighting systems are oper-
ated continually during the building operational
hours, which is typically between 7 am and 6 pm.

An experiment54 was conducted in the open-
plan workspace with the highest occupancy in the
test-bed office building: 12 workspaces illumi-
nated with 31 TL luminaries that are centrally
controlled. To achieve controllability of the light-
ing fittings, wireless sensors nodes with switching
and measurement functions were utilized. For
occupancy detection, a combination of chair sen-
sors and wireless PIR motion sensors was used.
Data were collected for a period of three weeks
between the 22 February and 11 March 2016 in
the test-bed.4 During the first week of the experi-
ment, the measured lighting electricity use was
approximately 113 kWh. During the second and
the third week of the experiment, when the MAS
controlled system was applied in the test-bed, the
measured lighting energy use for the test-space
was approximately 81 kWh and 90 kWh, respect-
ively. This represents a reduction of approxi-
mately 28% and 20% reduction in the space
lighting energy used compared with normal con-
trols. The estimated annual saving based on the
use of this system in the test-bed office building is
around 24%.4

Given that user behaviour is recognized as a
major factor that influences energy performance
and given its stochasticity and the uncertainty it
introduces, clearer understanding of its impact
on the changing energy infrastructure can facili-
tate an integrated energy management approach
on the user-level through the neighbourhood
level in such a way that is efficient, sustainably
effective, flexible and resilient. The combination
of Small Data, the small set of specific sensor data
such as temperature, air speed, humidity and
status,52 focusing on what the occupants need

for energy, combined with the Big Data which
focused on their actual energy usage leads to
new opportunities for optimizing the energy con-
sumption within the built environment.

Discussion and conclusions

Buildings are a key source of energy flexibility
due to their high energy demand and their pos-
sibilities for decentralized generation of energy
from renewable sources. Harnessing the energy
flexibility of buildings, however, demands that
buildings be considered collectively and that
their energy behaviour is known. In the Big
Data era, more and more machine learning
methods appear to be suitable to overcome the
limitation of not knowing the future generations
and demands by automatically extracting, con-
trolling and optimizing the energy consumption
patterns. This can be done by performing suc-
cessive transformation of the historical data to
teach powerful machine learning models to cope
with the high uncertainty of the energy con-
sumption patterns. Then, these models will be
capable of generalization and they could be
exploited in an on-line manner (i.e. few millisec-
onds) to minimize the cost in newly encountered
situations. Among all these machine learning
models, the ones belonging to the area of
reinforcement learning, as part of MASs, are
suitable for the cost and energy minimization
problems, as they are capable of learning an
optimal behaviour, while the global optimum
is not known.

Field experiments were conducted in an office
building to evaluate alternative methods for
obtaining detailed occupancy information that
enhances energy management.6,7 Furthermore,
a MAS coordination framework was developed
and assessed in the test-bed office building for
coordination of occupant behaviour on the
room level and the building’s energy flexibility.

The next step is to define Neighbourhood
Energy Management systems. Grouping energy
demand of end users and local renewable produ-
cers in neighbourhoods will enforce end-user
involvement and automated load shifting which
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greatly improves the efficiency of advanced
energy management. This allows the maximum
utilization of flexible energy demand resources
within neighbourhood for optimizing the grid
interaction. This bottom-up approach for
system integration of energy infrastructure
starts from the user’s actual needs to support
the Smart grid with the available energy flexibil-
ity of complete buildings. The impact of the solu-
tion is optimized energy (flexibility) exchange
within the neighbourhood which leads to a
more stable electricity network, so it stays reliable
even when the decentralized renewable energy
applications grow in future. The neighbourhood
can grow towards a maximal level of sustainabil-
ity. Optimized control also allows the compari-
son of energy use for different houses and enables
benchmarking which will lead to increased effi-
ciency of the existing installations.
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